September 11, 2016

15th Anniversary
Flight 93 Remembrance
Flight 93 was different – 4 terrorists
Flight 93 was different – Left late 40 minutes behind the other 3 flights
Flight 93 was different – No Building

- Plane and human debris scattered
- Human remains and plane parts later found in trees
- Rear two-thirds of plane fuselage “accordions” deep into the ground
- **Black boxes (located in tail section) are found 15 & 25 feet below ground**

Trees near crash site catch on fire

Forest
Flight 93 was different – Much Evidence

Includes Terrorist Notes & Bank Card
Shanksville is different – within 1 month
National Park Rangers join Shanksville ambassadors
Permanent Memorial – “Better each year”

Sep 10, 2011

Sep 10, 2015

A common field one day. A field of honor forever.
Shanksville – via Google Maps
Flight 93 path...  7.6 seconds later
“The America’s 9/11 Foundation ride made its way to the Flight 93 National Memorial in Stonycreek Township Thursday for the 15th and final year... Today the group will make its way to the Pentagon in Washington DC before heading to the site of the World Trade Center in New York City on Saturday... The ride is ending because of problems obtaining permits in other states.”
A Moment of Silence for the 2,977 dead

- World Trade Center (Flights 11 & 175) - 2,753
- The Pentagon (Flight 77) - 184
- Shanksville (Flight 93) - 40

A Moment of Thanks for the Firefighters, Police, Medical personnel, Special Responders